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The core problem of this research is to inquiry into how according to the 
characteristics of the network speech to management that enhance as to it's, make 
it from have no preface alignment contain preface This research commences the 
proceeding study from related three basic problems  
The first one is about our country network speech development general 
situation Time of our country Internet development is not very long, this research 
introduces the synopsis to world and our country to develop with the our country 
network development circumstance and development trend that forum( include the 
well-known BBS with several big and well-known networks forum) in Chien's 
history, from but induce the main characteristics of a network forum and network 
speeches  
The second one is about network speech how become the social public 
opinion The " public realm" concept of this research application sociology with 
spreads to learn the inside theories concerning public opinion formation, the 
combination is some a the some network in an inside in particular time the speech 
on the forum is end how to become social public opinion this example to proceed 
the argument   
The third one is a research how proceed the management to the network 
speech with adjust to control, this is also this investigative point place For 
supporting the thought the stability with the society stable, from but support the 
national stability, must proceed the management to the network speech with adjust 
to control, must follow three principles in manage with adjust control, namely 














regulation principle Handle good management and the relation of the network 
freedom of speech This research thinks, joining together the our country current to 
networks speech management with adjust the some basic way of doing that 
control, draw lessons from the United States, European nation and 
HongKong-Macau region of the some management adjust to control the measure 
with the way, in well the foundation that investigate lastly, from totally central 
publicity a norm for with the Propaganda Department of the CPC Central 
Committee and etc working talent section uniting establishing an a much more 
system, the article wants to be thin to turn, must have the maneuverability, at 
through a period of time of try a line of empress proceed again the necessary 
modification, related lawmaking in end formation, depend on the law means to the 
norm network speech, establish a right management for since matching news 
spreading regulation, also matching developments contain Chinese characteristic 
socialism legal system with democracy requesting adjust to control its road 
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第一章    绪论 
 





























































































































































































































  据 CNNIC（中国互联网络信息中心）2004年 1月的统计数据，国内网民经
常使用 BBS的人数大约有 1494.5万人，占网民总数的 18.8%。与聊天室、E-Mail
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